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We attribute the a tion at a distan e in ele tromagneti phenomena to the e e t of the
internal stresses in an absolute ontinuous medium alled meta ontinuum. We show
that Maxwell's equations are straightforward orollaries from the governing equations
of an in ompressible elasti medium with the shear waves orresponding to the ele tromagneti waves. The main advantage of the new des ription is that it enables one
to in orporate nonlinearity whose manifestations turn out to be the presen e of the
so- alled Lorentz for e and Galilean invarian e of the model. Another generalization
of the model onsists in a knowledging high-grade elasti ity whi h introdu es dispersion into the governing system. A self-similar solution is found for the plane dispersive
shear waves and shown to result in red-shift even when the sour e of light is not moving.
In order to dete t the existen e of an absolute ontinuum, a revision of the lassi al
Mi helson-Morley experiment is proposed in whi h the e e t is of rst order and is not
an eled by the FitzGerald-Lorentz ontra tion.
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INTRODUCTION
Ele tromagneti phenomena is an epitome of an a tion at a distan e. The latter
is hard to imagine without some kind of a material arrier and the Nineteen- entury
tradition was always onne ted with some me hani al onstru t. In Cau hy's and
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Hamilton's vision it was a latti e whose ontinuum approximation yielded the
elasti -body model. In Maxwell's imagination the medium had internal degrees of
freedom and the a tion at a distan e was mediated by in nitesimal \gears" transmitting the momentum from point to point. M Cullagh and Sommerfeld quanti ed
this idea as elasti body with spe ial rotational elasti ity (see [14℄ for an exhaustive
review of these theories). After Lord Kelvin ame up with the model of uid aether
and its vortex theory of matter, the oinage \aether" assumed almost ex lusively
uid meaning. Paying tribute to the tradition, all of the models for the presumably
absolute ontinuous media underlying the physi al world were alled \aether" although some of them (the di erent elasti models, for instan e) were quite di erent
from an \aetherial uid" (where the oinage omes from).
In the Nineteen entury, the question of entrainment of the aether (aether-drift)
was per eived as pivotal and the nil result of Mi helson and Morley experiment [10,
11℄ was understood as a blow to the whole edi e of aether theories. However, the
notion of a material arrier of the long-distan e intera tions ould not be dismissed
altogether and the on eptual va uum was lled by the on ept of \physi al va uum" or the \ eld" whi h possessed all the properties of the disgra ed aether,
e.g., a tion at a distan e, but was deliberately exempted from the obligation to
be he ked for aether-drift e e t. It was then advertised as a thing in itself not
onne ted to any \primitive me hanistism."
In our point of view, the eld (physi al va uum, aether ) an only be understood
from the point of view of an absolute material ontinuum in whi h the internal
stresses are the transmitter of the long-range intera tions. In order to distinguish
it from the me hani al ontinuous media (bodies, liquids, gases, et .), we all the
ontinuum-me hani s model of the uni ed eld meta ontinuum in the sense that it
is beyond (meta ) the observable phenomena and is their progenitor.
A valid andidate for the luminiferous eld is the elasti medium, be ause, as
shown from Cau hy himself (see [14℄), it gives a good quantitative predi tion for the
shear-wave phenomena (light). Building upon our previous work [1, 2℄, we show
here that the Maxwell equations follow from the linearized governing equations
of the meta ontinuum provided that the ele tri and magneti elds are properly
understood as manifestation of the meta internal stresses. The main di eren e from
Cau hy's volatile elasti aether (zero dilational elasti modulus) is that we onsider
the opposite limiting ase: an elasti ontinuum with in nitely large dilational
modulus (virtually in ompressible elasti medium).
The model proposed here should not be onfused with M Cullagh's model of
pseudo-elasti ontinuum with restoring ouples, whi h tried to explain the unusual
form of Maxwell's equations apparently not tting into the pi ture of ontinuum
me hani s (see [14, 7℄ for referen e and further developments).
Our model naturally in orporates the Galilean invarian e, while the Maxwell
equations are not Galilean invariant and there is no feasible way to make them
su h.
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In the end, we address the problems onne ted with experimental identi ation
of the presen e of an absolute ontinuum and propose a ertain revisiting of the
Mi helson and Morley experiment.
1. CAUCHY VERSUS MAXWELL
We begin with the linearized equations of the elasti ontinuum. For small velo ities the Lagrangian and Eulerian des riptions oin ide and for the displa ements
u of a Hookean elasti medium one gets the linear ve tor wave equation
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  tu = u + ( + )r(r  u)
 r  r  u + ( + 2)r(r  u) ;
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(1.1)

where u; v are the displa ement and velo ity ve tors; ;  are Lame elasti ity oeÆients and  is the density of meta ontinuum in material (Lagrangian) oordinates.
In this paper we on ern ourselves with a ontinuous medium of onstant elasti
oeÆ ients ;  and onstant density  .
Equations (1.1) govern both the shear and the ompression/dilation motions.
The former are ontrolled by the shear Lame oeÆ ient , while the latter | by the
dilational (se ond) Lame oeÆ ient , and more spe i ally, by the sum ( + 2).
The phase speeds of propagation of the respe tive small disturban es are


1
1
2
2
=  ; s = 2+  ;
(1.2)

= Æ; Æ = 2 +  :
s
Here ; s are the speeds of shear and ompression waves, respe tively. In what
follows, we all them speed of light and speed of sound, respe tively. To redu e
the number of governing parameters, one needs to make an assumption about the
se ond Lame oeÆ ient, or whi h is the same, about the speed of sound, s . There
are to options: to onsider a so- alled \volatile" ontinuum with s = 0, or an
in ompressible ontinuum with s ! 1. The latter is a ontinuum whose speed of
sound is mu h greater than the speed of light, i.e., Æ  1.
Here we examine the limiting ase of a virtually in ompressible ontinuum
when    (Æ  1). In this ase (1.1) an be re ast as follows:
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(1.3)

and the displa ement u an be developed into asymptoti power series with respe t
to Æ:
u = u + Æu +   
(1.4)
0
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Introdu ing (1.4) into (1.3) and ombining the terms with like powers, for the rst
two terms we obtain
r(ru ) = 0 ;
(1.5)
 u
+ r  r  u = r(r  u ) :
(1.6)
t
From (1.5) one an dedu e
r  u = onst; or r  v = 0 ;
(1.7)
whi h is also a linear approximation to the in ompressibility ondition for a ontinuum. In the general model of nonlinear elasti ity with nite deformations, the
in ompressibility ondition is imposed on the Ja obian of transformation from material to geometri al variables, but in the rst-order approximation in Æ the equation
(1.7) holds true.
Hen eforth we omit the index `0' for the variable u without fear of onfusion.
We denote formally
' = ( + 2 )r  u ;
A = v ;
(1.8)
and re ast the linearized Cau hy balan e (1.6) in dimensional form as follows:
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(1.9)
where  is the deviator stress tensor for whi h the following relation is obtained
from the onstitutive relation (the Hooke law) for elasti body, namely:
 =  (ru + ruT ) 2 (r  u)I ;
(1.10)
where I stands for the unit tensor. For the divergen e of  one has
r   =  r (r u) = E ;
(1.11)
where E stands for the ve tor to whi h the a tion of the purely shear part of
internal stresses is a tually redu ed. It has the meaning of a point-wise distributed
body for e and we shall all it \ele tri for e." In terms of E, Eq. (1.9) re asts to
0

t

def

=  tA r' ;
(1.12)
whi h involves A and '. In the same vein we de ne a \magneti indu tion," B,
and \magneti eld," H , as follows:
B =  r A =  H ; H = r A:
(1.13)
The system of equations (1.12), (1.13) is nothing else but the equations of
ele trodynami s in terms of A and ', whi h play the role of the well-known ve tor
E

0
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and s alar potentials of the ele tromagneti eld. In the framework of the present
approa h, however, these potentials are not ertain non-physi al quantities introdu ed merely for onvenien e. Rather they appear to be the most natural variables:
velo ity and pressure of elasti luminiferous ontinuum. Note that the density,  ,
of the elasti meta ontinuum appears as the magneti permittivity of the Maxwell
eld.
Now one an derive the original Maxwell equations. Taking the operation url
of (1.12) and a knowledging (1.13), one obtains
0

rE =

B
t

;

(1.14)

whi h is nothing else but the rst of Maxwell's equations (the Faraday law). Respe tively, from eqs.(1.11), (1.13), and (1.8) one obtains
1  E = r  (r   u )  r  H :
(1.15)
 t

t

The last equation is pre isely the \se ond Maxwell equation" provided that
the shear elasti modulus of meta ontinuum is interpreted as the inverse of ele tri
permittivity  = " . This equation was postulated by Maxwell [9℄ as an improvement over Ampere's law in orporating the so- alled displa ement urrent  E =t
in the Biot-Savart form. For the ase of a void spa e, however, when no harges
or urrents are present, the se ond Maxwell equation lives a life of its own and
Ampere's law plays merely heuristi role in its derivation. It is broadly a epted
now that the se ond Maxwell equation is veri ed by a number of experiments. Here
we have shown that it is also a orollary of the elasti onstitutive relation for the
meta ontinuum and is responsible for the propagation of the shear stresses (a tion
at a distan e) in meta ontinuum.
Thus the two main (time dependent) equations of Maxwell's form have already
been derived. The ondition div H = 0 (third Maxwell equation) follows dire tly
from the very de nition of magneti eld. Similarly, taking the divergen e of both
sides of (1.11), one immediately obtains the fourth Maxwell equation div E = 0.
Thus we have shown that Maxwell's equations follow from the linearized governing
equations of Hookean elasti medium whose dilational modulus is mu h larger than
the shear one.
Thus the rst obje tive of the present work has been a hieved. We have
shown that the linearized equations of elasti ontinuum admits what an be alled
Maxwell form. In the framework of su h a paradigm, ea h point of the elasti
ontinuum experien es a body for e E to whi h the a tion of the internal elasti
stresses is redu ed. We all it \ele tri for e."
0

1

2. NONLINEARITY, GALILEAN INVARIANCE, AND LORENTZ FORCE
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Let us note that the governing equations of the meta ontinuum are Galilean
invariant, while the linearized version (1.1) (and hen e, the Maxwell form) has lost
this important property. The la k of Galilean invarian e of Maxwell equations is
their strangest property.
A far rea hing onsequen e of the previous se tion is that it gives a lue of
how to seek for a Galilean invarian e of the equations of the luminiferous eld
(the meta ontinuum). In lassi al ontinua the Galilean invarian e is onne ted to
the onve tive (adve tive) nonlinearity of the governing equations. The question
of what kind of e e ts are to be expe ted due to the presen e of the adve tive
nonlinear terms stands. In other words, whi h intera tions in the meta ontinuum
are per eived as additional for es if the observer is limited by the on ept of linear
Maxwell eld.
Looking for on rmation of the possible nonlinearity of the model, one stumbles
into a very strange (from Maxwell point of view) entity alled \Lorentz for e."
Consider the governing equations of an elasti ontinuum in the so- alled Lamb's
form (see, e.g., [12℄):

v
1 rjvj v  rot v + r' = E;

+
(2.1)
t
2
where we have already substituted the notations for the above de ned s alar potential and ele tri eld.
This form allows one to assess the for es a ting at a given material point of the
meta ontinuum due to the onve tive a elerations of the latter. The gradient part
of the onve tive a eleration an not be observed independently from the pressure
gradient ' in the meta ontinuum. In fa t, one an measure only the quantity
'  ' + v . Thus the only observable e e t of the nonlinearity is onne ted with
the last term of the a eleration. By virtue of our de nition of magneti indu tion
(1.13) the term under onsideration adopts the form
Fl =  v  :
(2.2)
Equation (2.2) expresses the for e a ting in ea h material point of the metaontinuum. This for e is a part of the inertial for e in the meta ontinuum. In
order to nd its relation to Lorentz for e one has to insert a test harge propagating through the ontinuum and to integrate (2.2) over the support of the harge
and to get something proportional to the Lorentz for e experien ed by a moving
harge. The exa t oeÆ ient of proportionality an be he ked only after the notion of harge is in orporated into the model (see, [2℄). Yet the expression (2.2)
has an important bearing, be ause it involves the same quantities as the Lorentz
for e. It points out the dire tion in whi h the governing equations (1.1) of the
ele tromagnetodynami s an be generalized so that to be ome Galilean invariant.
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3. DISPERSION AND \RED SHIFT"
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The paradigm based on in ompressible meta ontinuum has already been instrumental in restoring the Galilean invarian e in the ele tromagneti phenomena.
However, the signi an e of the new on ept is important in mu h wider eld. It
opens a more natural way of treating the me hani al properties of the uni ed eld.
Let us onsider now the (1+1)D-motions (plane waves). This is a good approximation for the spheri al waves far from the emitting sour e. The governing
equations for nonlinear elasti waves redu e to
2w
t2

=



2

1 + x

w



2w



x2

4w
x4

(3.1)

;

where w = uy (x; t) is one of the transversal omponents of the ve tor of elasti
displa ements u and is the phase speed of the shear waves (speed of light). Respe tively,  is the dispersion oeÆ ient. It is ompletely natural to have some
higher-grade elasti ity in the meta ontinuum, whi h results in the fourth-order
terms.
Consider now the evolution of the wave pro le w(x; t) in the frame moving
with velo ity in positive x-dire tion and introdu e new independent oordinates
and sought fun tion:
t = t; x = x
t;
w(t; x) = w (t ; x ):
The di erent derivatives are expressed as follows:
w
w
w
;
;
= w
= 12 w
x
x
t
t
x
(3.2)
 w
 w
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 w
 w
= 4 t
+ x :
t
t x
If we onsider only motions for whi h the evolution in the moving frame is
very slow, then we an disregard the lo al-time derivatives with respe t to the lo al
spatial derivatives in the sense that
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Upon introdu ing (3.2) into eq. (3.1) and negle ting the terms a ording to the
above s heme, we arrive at the following approximate equation:
 2 w1

"

2



2

 4 w1

#

:
(3.3)
= x 2 x

x
Sin e the exa t spatial position of the sour e is immaterial, one an hose it in
a manner so that after one integration with respe t to x the integration onstant
an be set equal to zero. Thus eq.(3.3) re asts
x1 t1
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(3.4)
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The dimension for  is L T , where L is a length s ale, T is a time s ale.
Inverting these relations we get T =  12 and L =  12 . Then one an introdu e
dimensionless variables a ording to the s heme
4
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2
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w;
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2
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and to render (3.4) to the following dimensionless equation:
w
^ = 1   w^  +  w^ :
(3.5)
2  x^
x
^
 t^
In what follows, we omit the \hats" without fear of onfusion. The above equation
admits a self-similar solution of the following type:
x
w = t b F ( );
 = a:
(3.6)
t
To demonstrate this, we nd the expression for the di erent terms:
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and introdu e them in (3.5) to obtain

[ ( ) aF 0 ()℄ = 12 t b a (F 0 ()) + t b
A self-similar solution is possible only if
1 b = 2b 2a; 1 b = b 3a;
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a F 000  :
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(3.7)
= b = 13 :
This kind of solution has been found in [3℄ for the Boussinesq equation. The
numeri al simulation [3℄ has on rmed the self-similar behavior of the solution: the
support in1 reases with t = , while the amplitude of the pulse de reases proportionally to t 3 .
What are the impli ations of the existen e of a self-similar solution? The
se ond of equations
(3.6) yields that the hara teristi spatial s ale of the solution
in reases with t 13 . This means that for harmoni waves the wave length will in rease
a ordingly. Sin e we onsider a moving frame, then the dimensionless time t is
measured by the distan e r = t travelled by the solution from the sour e. Then in
our model the Hubble oeÆ ient of proportionality between the relative red shift
and the distan e from the sour e will not be onstant, but will de rease as r = .
a

1 3

2 3
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It is well-known that as the observations push to the far limits of the Universe, the
Hubble onstant de reases. And the ontroversy is still raging about the value of
the Hubble \ onstant."
The data for the Hubble onstant from a single investigation is not enough
to identify the oeÆ ient . It will take a more sophisti ated approa h ompiling
all the available data for all di erent distan es. This warrants a spe ial investigation, whi h goes beyond the framework of the present paper. What we an laim
here is that far from the sour e one an not distinguish between the red-shifting
due to presen e of dispersion and the one that results from a Doppler e e t (if
present). This means that when a dispersion is present, then the \red shift" an
be alternatively explained without the help of \Big-Bang" hypothesis.
4. ABSOLUTE MEDIUM AND THE FIRST-ORDER DOPPLER EFFECT
The foremost impli ation of the above des ribed relationship between Maxwell
equations and the equations of elasti ontinuum is that there is a pla e for absolute ontinuum. It is lear that one annot propose anything so radi al without
proposing an experimental s heme to dete t the absolute ontinuum or at least to
omment on the known ones. We do not mean some more radi al revision like
[13℄, where new hypothesis about the isotropy of the speed of light has been tested.
Rather we propose revisiting the lassi al Mi helson experiment.
To use interferometry for veri ation of Doppler e e t was proposed by Maxwell
[8℄. It was widely believed that dis overing a Doppler e e t would prove the existen e of an absolute medium at rest. Way before the a tual experiment was
performed by Mi helson, Maxwell pointed out that any interferometry experiment,
involving splitting and re e ting the same ray, inevitably renders the sought effe t of se ond order with respe t to the small parameter d = ve (ve stands for
the velo ity of Earth with respe t to the quies ent medium). In the worst ase
d  10 , whi h orresponds to the orbital velo ity of Earth. If the whole solar
system is moving faster through the void, then d ould be larger and the e e t
would be more appre iable.
It was Mi helson [10℄ who implemented su h a pre ise experiment. And after a
nil e e t was observed, a prolonged dis ussion began about the a ura y of Mi helson's experimental observations. The set-up was later on re ned by Mi helson and
Morley [11℄ (MM for brevity) and the absen e of the expe ted type of interferen e
was on rmed more de isively.
In our opinion, the nil e e t of MM experiment annot disprove the existen e
of absolute medium, be ause the only on lusion that an be drown stri tly from
the nil e e t is not that the absolute medium does not exist, but rather that in the
medium where the light is being propagated there o urs an apparent ontra tion
of the spatial s ales in the dire tion of motion of the sour e (FitzGerald-Lorenz
ontra tion) proportional to the fa tor
1

4

ve2

r

1 2  1
2

ve2
2

;
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whi h exa tly ompensates for the expe ted se ond-order e e t.
All this means that the real proof of the existen e or non-existen e of the metaontinuum an be furnished only through measuring the rst-order e e t. We deliberately ex lude from onsideration any kind of non-opti al experiment and leave
beyond our s ope the opti al experiments in dense matter (water lled olumns,
et ). A situation in whi h the rst-order e e t is not an eled an be reated if two
di erent sour es of light are employed with suÆ iently well syn hronized frequenies. Lasers with the required level of stabilization of the frequen y are available
nowadays, but it goes beyond the frame of the present work to deal with the spe i
problems of the hardware. It suÆ es only to mention that if the two sour es are
syn hronized up to 10 , the a ura y would be of order of 1% ompared to the
magnitude of the sought e e t whi h is at least of order of 10 .
In Fig. 1 the s heme of a possible rst-order experiment is presented. Consider
6

4

66

interferen e zone
laser I

- mirror I (semi-transparent)

mirror II 
laser II

Fig. 1. Prin ipal s heme of the interferometry experiment

two \identi al" (syn hronized within 10 ) sour es of mono hromati light, whi h
move together in the same dire tion with the same velo ity. The rst of them emits
a plane wave propagating in the dire tion of motion and the se ond one | in the
opposite dire tion.
By means of one mirror and one semi-transparent mirror, the two plane waves
are made o-linear. The role of the mirrors is to hange the dire tion of propagation
of ea h wave without destroying its plane nature. The beam of the se ond laser is
re e ted by the mirror II hanging its dire tion on 90Æ and made to pass through
a semi-transparent mirror whose re e ting surfa e serves to hange the dire tion of
the beam of rst laser on 90Æ. Beyond the semi-transparent mirror the two beams
are parallel and an produ e an easily dete table interferen e pattern. A snapshot
6
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of the region of interferen e would reveal strips of di erent intensity, gradually
transforming into ea h other, so that the modulation frequen y an be estimated.
It is interesting to note that Jaseda et al. [5, 6℄ already used two lasers in
interferometry experiment in order to verify quantitatively the FG-L ontra tion,
but in their experiments the lasers beams were parallel, while in the proposed here
experiment they are anti-parallel sin e now it is not the ontra tion that needs
veri ation, but the very existen e of the rst-order of Doppler e e t.
Following [4℄, we outline here the derivation of Doppler e e t. The plane
harmoni waves propagating in a presumably quies ent medium are given by the
following formula:
!r
F (x; t)  ei kr x!r t ; k =
;
(4.1)
;  =
!
(

)

r

where ! are the frequen ies. The upper sign in the notations refers to the wave
propagating in positive dire tion, while the lower sign | to the wave propagating
in negative dire tion. These waves have to satisfy the boundary ondition on the
moving boundaries (the sour es):
F (ve t; t)  ei!0 t ;
(4.2)
where ve is the velo ity of the moving frame relatively to the meta ontinuum. If
the sour es were at rest, then they would have produ ed waves with wave number
k = ! = and wave length  = k . The boundary ondition (4.2) yields the
following relation for the parameters of the propagating wave:
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0
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= ! 1  ve ; k = ! 1  ve ;  =  1  ve : (4.3)
After the re e tion, the two waves are propagating as plane waves in the positive dire tion of z-axis (verti al in Fig. 1: F (z; t)  ei kz !t ). Then in the
interferen e region one has a wave whi h is the superposition of two of them for a
given moment of time (say, t = 0), one has




k +k
k
k
Re jF (z; t) + F (z; t)j = 2 os
(4.4)
2 z os
2 z ;
whi h is a modulated wave with a wave number of the arrier (k + k ) =
k + O(d ) and (k
k ) = dk + O(d ) for the modulation. Respe tively,
the expressions for wave lengths valid to the se ond order are  and m =  d .
For d = 10 and red-light lasers the length of the wave is   6:3  10 m,
and then for the length of modulation wave one has m = 0:63 m and the strips
produ ed must be easily dete table on an opti al table of standard dimensions.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present paper we have shown how the Maxwell equations an be derived
from the linearized equations of an in ompressible elasti ontinuum. Thus for the
ele tromagneti phenomena, we have arrived at the notion of underlying ontinuous
medium, whi h we all meta ontinuum. The approa h of the present work admits
feasible generalization to in lude inertial e e ts in the meta ontinuum. This may
explain the so- alled Lorentz for e as an e e t of the adve tive nonlinearity of the
governing equations. Moreover, in orporating the adve tive part of the time derivative makes the proposed model Galilean invariant, i.e. a Galilean Ele trodynami s
is developed.
The new on ept provides a sound foundation for in orporating additional
information about the ele tromagneti phenomena opening the way for pertinent
generalizations. As a featuring example of su h a generalization the in orporation
of dispersion (high-grade elasti ity) in the governing equations is onsidered. A
self-similar solution is found for the latter ase in whi h the dispersion a ts as to
in rease the spatial s ale (wave-length) of the solution with the ubi root of the
distan e from the sour e of wave.
In the end, we des ribe the hanges whi h are to be made in Mi helson-Morley
experiment in order to be able to dete t a rst-order Doppler e e t in an absolute medium. We show that the rst-order Doppler e e t is not a e ted by the
FitzGerald-Lorentz ontra tion.
This work is supported by Grant LEQSF(1999-02)RD-A-49 from the Louisiana Board of Regents.
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